The paper describes a digital electronic engine control system being built by Dowty and Smiths Industries Controls Limited (DSIC) 
INTRODUCTION
Dowty and Smiths Industries Controls Limited were selected to supply demonstrator digital control systems by Rolls-Royce. The control will be run on a GEM engine.
Helicopters and fixed wing aircraft differ from one another in several respects. In conventional aircraft the wings provide the lift and the engines provide the propulsive thrust. In a helicopter lift and thrust are components of a single aerodynamic force generated by the rotor. The force is increased or decreased by changing the pitch of the rotor blades while thrust is also modulated by tilting the plane of the rotor. The rotor speed has to be kept relatively constant regardless of load because the couple on the rotor blades which is produced by the lift forces is balanced by an equal and opposite couple produced by centrifugal force. If the speed of rotation falls too low the blades cone' excessively and the resolved lift on the aircraft falls off. If, on the other hand, the speed of rotation is too high the rotor blades can be torn off the hub.
The function of a helicopter engine is to provide, without undue changes in shaft speed, the widely varying torques required by the rotor as flight condition changes. The prime function of the engine control is to modulate fuel flow, and any variable geometry, in order to govern the engine speed independently of load and the rate at which load may change (1) ..
A further difference between helicopters and fixed wing aircraft is that the pilot has no direct control over engine power. Instead, he controls the Contributed by the Gas Turbine Division of The American Society of Mechanical Engineers for presentation at the Gas Turbine Conference & Products Show, New Orleans, La., March 10-13, 1980. Manuscript received at ASME Headquarters December 21, 1979.
Copies will be available until December 1, 1980 aerodynamic force from the rotor by changing blade pitch ( Figure 1 ). The engine power is manipulated by the rotor speed governor.
Lastly, most modern helicopters have twin engines, and both are coupled directly to the rotor system. The arrangement is mutually self-compensating. (Figure 2 .) A drop of power on one engine will cause a drop in rotor speed. The speed loss is restored by the governor automatically increasing power from the other engine. The twin -engined helicopter therefore has an inherent power compensating mechanism which is not shared by fixed wing aircraft.
The range of power compensation is normally quite large because the aircraft is generally able to maintain height on a single engine. The arrangement therefore makes the helicopter safer in its reaction to engine failure which cause power run down. Power run-up is similarly compensated but needs additional protection. Most modern engines are of the free turbine type in which power increases derive from increased gas generator speed (although power turbine speed is fixed). Power run-up must, therefore be contained by an automatic overspeed limiter which prevents structural failure of the core engine. The limiter is often backed up by an overspeed trip which dumps fuel very rapidly. This very rapid response is necessary if the speed run-up is caused by a mechanical failure which unloads the engine and allows itto run away very rapidly. The overspeed trip is set to operate at a higher speed than the normal limiter. The operation of the trip shuts down the affected engine. For this reason dual trips may be used in which both circuits must be activated simultaneously before the trip can operate. Accidental shut-downs are much less likely with this arrangement.
The power compensating arrangement has a further advantage. Power modulation and rotor speet;-control function normally even with one engine at a fixed setting. From time to time, changing flight condition will make it desirable to change the fixed setting the better to match the changed condition. However, these adjustments are infrequent and need not be rapid.
Control system failure can therefore be underwritten by a simple, low performance back up system capable only of making slow power adjustments.
beeper switches. The system is provided with a training mode which allows a simulated fault to be generated and the back up mode to be engaged at will during pilot training. SYSTEM CONCEPT A typical electronic control for a helicopter engine (Figure 3 ) therefore comprises a main and backup control channel with dual overspeed trips on each of the rotating assemblies in the engine.
The essential functions of the control system (Figure 4) are the same as for any other engine. There is a steady-state power control loop (i.e. the speed governor), there are protective control loops to prevent high speeds or high temperatures from damaging the engine, there are arrangements for starting and for relighting the engine in flight, and there are transient control loops to prevent surge during acceleration of flame-out during acceleration. The errors from the various loops are selected first to prevent over fuelling and finally to prevent fuel starvation and flame-out (2) (3).
The system to be supplied for the demonstrator programme will include added functions, which improve the control.
The system measures the torque output from the engine arid uses it in two ways.
First it limits the torque which can be applied to the rotor and gives an added protective control loop. Secondly it is used to match the loads on the two engines much more closely. The system also has a separate control loop which can be used to vary stator blade angles on the engine or to control bleed valve operation. The fuel handling section of the control is shown in Figure S . The electronics unit drives a stepper motor operating the metering valve and a solenoid which activates the overspeed trip.
The controls operated by the crew select the mode of operation of the system and whether main or back-up control is engaged. Controls, adjustments and displays are also provided which simplify maintenance and installation operations.
The engines are started by selecting START (OR GROUND IDLE). The control opens the fuel valve, ignition is applied and the engine accelerated to a power level which is insufficient to turn the rotor. Selection of RUN (OR FLIGHT IDLE) increases power to a level where the rotor is spinning at its governed speed in minimum pitch. From this point the control will respond automatically to changes of load.
Power is generated by the rotor as it starts to rotate during the acceleration from ground idle to flight idle. The crew are able to control the acceleration so that power is applied in synchronism with, say, deck heave on a ship or for avoiding gusts.
The back up system provides for the fuel valve setting to be changed. The control is from 'beepers' -switches located in the pilot's pitch control Lever and operated by his thumb. One of the two beepers opens the valve and the other closes it. The control limits the rate at which the valve setting can change and also reduces the valve setting automatically to prevent overspeed of the engine.
The main control is a digital system using a 16-bit microporcessor while the back up control uses analogue circuits. Comprehensive monitoring and fault detection is provided and gives positive identification of faults and failures. Normally, the engines are operated using the main control channel. Change-over to the back up channel occurs automatically when a failure is detected. The pilot then has immediate and direct control of the engine through the
INSTALLATION
The electronics unit is mounted on the engine close to, but separately from, the hydromechanical fuel-handling unit. It is fuel-cooled to protect it from the very high temperatures which can occur in the engine bay during operation of the aircraft. The space envelope for the unit is shown in Figure 6 and is determined by several constraints. First, there are two circular arcs around the engine. The radius R 1 , of the outer arc is fixed by the maximum diameter all owed for the engine envelope. The radius R2, of the inner arc is set by the diameter of a cylindrical engine module which must be withdrawn axially and pass inside the control unit during module removal. The two arcs are not concentric. The length, L, of the unit is determined by the compressor length, and end clearance required for access to other equipment. The lower extreme limit of the space envelope is set by a horizontal tangent X-X to the inner radius defining the box envelope.
Consideration was given to cooling the unit by using a separate plate to which the unit is attached and which avoids the necessity for breaking fuel lines when the electronic unit is removed. However, it was found that this plate, which had to be attached to a large area face of the box, reduced the volume available in which to mount the electronic components and cooling is therefore integral with the unit in order to provide a greater volume in which the electronics can be packaged.
The components are mounted on the printed circuit boards which carry thermal conducting paths to a rigid framework to which the boards are attached. This framework is metal and in intimate contact with the thermal conducting paths below the components. The frames themselves are clamped to the case which in turn is cooled by the fuel passing through it. This arrangement gives the minimum number of thermal interfaces between the component and the heat sink. This is highly desirable because very Low coolant flows can occur with small engines operating at low powers. It is under precisely these conditions that very high bay temperatures can often occur. The choice of packaging system has been dictated largely by the space envelope constraints, the requirement to employ minimum volume, and the ability to withstand the hostile environment.
SAFETY OF FLIGHT
Civil certification of a digital safety critical system involves three primary elements.
-software validation (4) -complete interface definition -full analysis Software validity is provided by following established procedures and controls, and observing the proper steps to ensure correct configuration control of software. The software procedures will generally require a top-down specification method through which the validity can be readily established through clear visibility of specification and function. Rigorous proving, module by module and step by step, will also be required following a bottom-up process from individual modules to complete system. The standards and procedures applied to software development and control will have to be submitted to the certificating authority for approval. The entire software process must be fully and comprehensively documented. The interface specification and definition must deal particularly with interfaces between the system and power supplies, and between the system and other aircraft systems with which it may be associated or connected. The major element in certification will be a failure analysis for the system. This failure analysis must cover adequately two specific features of the system. The first is that it be provided with adequate monitoring and failure protection (5). The second feature is that it shall have a Low level of common mode failure. The main hazards caused by engine or control failure are overspeed, which is protected by independent overspeed trips, or a high engine shutdown rate (6). High shutdown rate is avoided by the use of a back-up control. Monitoroing is provided by self-monitoring within the system, and the effects of other types of failure are alleviated through the effects of the coupled engines discussed earlier. The incidence of common mode failure is reduced by rigorous segregation of the main and the reversionary controls, and also of the power supplies to them. Common mode failures in the computing sections of the main control are unlikely to occur simultaneously on both engines, because of the rigorous software controls applied and described earlier.
VARIATION OF DESIGN CAPABILITY
The base-line system is shown in outline in Figure 7 . The main control lane shown in greater detail in Figure 8 and the reversionary lane in Figure 9 .
The arrangement is compensated for altitude effects by sensing nacelle pressure. The pilots input is from a condition lever and, as the GEM has a two shaft gas generator, there are three speed signal inputs. Eight adjustment setting potentiometers are provided. Torque sensing uses a phase angle measurement on a torque tube and is temperature compensated. Figure 8 shows bleed valve control fitted but variable stator control can be substituted. The reversionary control is operated from the conditioner Lever in an overtravel quadrant and provides range N H governing with top speed limiting. This arrangement removes the need for frequent adjustment during climb.
Two stepper motors are used. One is driven by the main and one by the reversionary channel. The change-over mechanism shown is diagrammatic but the engagement logic is located in the reversionary control section of the segregated unit.
Various changes can be made to this base -line system. The changes may increase its capability (and cost) or may reduce them. The options provided with the system include the following:
Increasing Capability -Dedicated Generator as primary power source -Selection of the N F datum speed -Provision of a ' Super contingency' (short term) rating -Improved reversionary capability using a single chip computer, digital control configuration -Provision of digital data transmission (ARINC 429 or MIL-STD -1553) to other aircraft systems -Provision of more comprehensive test, adjustment and diagnosis functions -Provision of an interface with Engine Health Monitoring systems
Decreasing Capability -Use of a single stepper motor driver, f^os either the main or the reversionary con-_,:i -Deletion of torque measurement (engird matching using collective pitch reset of r cp'
Reducing Cost (Capability Unaffected) -Airframe mounted electronic control Through these variations the system is pro': dch with a great range of flexibility and is able to a very wide range of requirements. It should be not^ci that the changes are predominantly hardware changas and that many do not impact the software in the system. The changes cited affect not only the hardware in the engine control but they also involve changes in the aircraft controls such as the instail tion of 'beeper' switches on the collective pitch lever or changes to the power lever, new airframe wiring, cockpit switches and warnings. Changes or engine control configuration can therefore hale implications for cost which lie outside the conii: of the control system itself. However, ever! when these effects are allowed for the result of the possible range of changes has an impressive effect ssystem price.
CONCLUSION
This paper has described the main features of a generic family of helicopter engine controls.
It has described the general background to the control requirements and the specific installation constraints within which the control is confined. The system is suitable for civil and military applications and can be tailored readily to a particular level of capability.
Comparitive factory cost estimates have been made for both analogue and digital electronic units with identical control performance. The arialogr;e system cost was over 50'l-higher than its digital equivalent.
Competitive prices for a digital system at thr lower and of the capability scale stem from the successful exploitation of large scale integration: and microprocessor techniques. 6
